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Thankfully the second quarter seemed to feel at least a bit more
“normal” to many of us as the reopening process gained momentum locally
and across the country. Related tailwinds aided stocks as they continued their
march forward while bond prices manifested some relative volatility from dayto-day before ending the quarter in positive territory overall as fixed income
grappled with a wide variety of economic statistics.
The primary storyline once again was centered around COVID-19, now
predominantly from a financial perspective, but also from a health related one.
That being said, during the quarter, the following were some key coronavirus
specific related items:
•
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Access to vaccines progressed materially from the end of the first
quarter as we reached the point where one could literally walk into
a pharmacy at will to access them. Distribution was also offered
to those of at least twelve years of age. As of June 30, approximately
55% of the U.S. population had received at least one dosage, with
47% being fully vaccinated. However, a significant segment of the
population still does not intend to avail itself of a vaccine, at least
for the time being, for a variety of reasons.
US Vaccination Rate

(% of population fully Vaccinated)
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•
		
		
		

“Re-openings” across the country continued with most, if not all, locales participating to material
degrees, including New York City and California. The plan now is for most schools to be fully
accessible this coming school year. Additionally, many colleges and universities have reportedly
mandated that students must have received a COVID-19 vaccination prior to arriving on campus
this fall.

•
		
		
		
		

Virus mutations continued to appear, with the Delta variant, first identified in India, considered to
be the most concerning among the unvaccinated portion of the population in particular. Current
vaccines are considered effective against these strains, including Delta. Based on analysis of related
data at this point, the expectation is that this variant should not have an overly significant economic
impact in regions with relatively high vaccination levels.

In addition to the health-related aspects of COVID-19, the economic ones continued to be front and
center as widespread vaccinations have joined unprecedented monetary and fiscal policy actions in providing
extraordinary support to the recovery. Consumers reversed course and shifted more to services than goods, which
had been the focus during most of the pandemic. Travel, restaurants and mobility data experienced an uptick as
individuals acted on their pent-up demand. However, the inability for businesses in multiple industries to attract
workers, for multiple reasons including wages competing with unemployment benefits, put a bit of a lid on the
level of the rebound. Nevertheless, the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank is estimating real second quarter Gross
Domestic product (GDP) growth of over 8% quarter-over-quarter annualized.

Source: STR. June 26, 2021

Source: Google, Apple. June 29, 2021. 7 day avgs.

Housing, a particular source of growth during the pandemic, provided somewhat mixed signals during
the quarter. Rising mortgage rates, building costs and home prices (including jaw-dropping bidding wars on
occasion) along with the aforementioned shift toward services created some headwinds. A lack of inventory
had an impact as well. However, previously skyrocketing lumber prices have fallen by approximately 40% since
their highs in early May (now down 18% year-to-date), potentially bringing buyers and builders back to the
market. Finally, existing home prices in the U.S. hit a record high in May, with an average of $374,000, up 18%
year-over-year.
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US Existing Home Sales Average Price

Source: Bloomberg, National Association of Realtors

In Washington, the primary fiscal topic of debate was the proposed Infrastructure Bill, carrying estimated,
potential price tags ranging from approximately $1 trillion to $6 trillion. Although the odds of a bipartisan deal
seemed unfavorable during much of the quarter as moderates in both political parties attempted to construct a
package, a deal was presumably agreed upon in late June, as agreement on a primary sticking point, financing,
was reached. Nearly all of the $953B package will be deficit financed. Conversely, at least for the time being,
much discussed tax increases, both on the individual and corporate fronts, look to have potentially been delayed
until 2022; but time will tell. However, there seemingly is little disagreement within the halls of Congress that
the corporate rate will likely shift from 21% to 25% at some point with the capital gains rate increasing to 28%.
Overall, the most likely scenario seems to be that Congress will enact $2 trillion in additional spending and $1
trillion in tax increases in the coming months.
Not to be forgotten is the central role of the Federal Reserve. The outcome of the Federal Open Market
Committee (FOMC) meeting in June was more “hawkish” than anticipated as the pandemic’s negative, economic
impacts have abated and inflation-oriented concerns have come to the fore. In particular, the Committee’s
expectation of two potential rate hikes in 2023, versus none previously, caught quite a bit of attention. While we
believe the recovery is not complete, several committee members appear more confident that the U.S. economy
is progressing on a healthy path. Regarding inflation specifically, the Federal Reserve maintained its position that
it will be transitory, in essence a function of a relatively short-term imbalance between increased demand and
lean inventories. Lumber, used cars, airfares and hotels in particular were cited. As this imbalance subsides, and
as noted above it seems to have in regard to lumber, the expectation is that inflation will drop back to a more
typical, ongoing run rate. During his Congressional testimony in June, Fed Chairman Powell reiterated this view
of pricing pressures, along with his position that the central bank will not raise rates preemptively because of
inflationary concerns at this point.
FOMC participants’ assessments of appropriate monetary policy:
Midpoint of target range or target level for the federal funds rate

Source: Federal Reserve
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As we look at the remainder of the year, the consensus is that considering the impact of the multiple
stimulus bills, the momentum behind vaccinations and the expected pace of re-openings, economic growth in
the U.S. will be stellar. But, as always, there are concerns to contemplate. First, as previously mentioned, is
inflation, which to this point the Federal Reserve seems to remain relatively unconcerned about, particularly given
its steadfast comments that its current, primary focus is full employment. It is probable that even a short-term,
“transitory” spike in inflation would do little to derail this mandate. An additional consideration is the level of
interest rates, which to a degree is impacted by inflation expectations. However, it is not necessarily unusual for
interest rates and stock prices to increase together at the start of a new business cycle. Many feel the bigger
concern seems to be the Federal Reserve possibly “removing the punch bowl” from the proverbial party later in
the cycle to cool perceived overheating economic activity. And finally, a favorite for many of us, tax increases,
which, again, seem to be a likelihood for 2022, but possibly at levels at least somewhat below those considered
most aggressive.
CPI-U: All Items Less Food & Energy
% Change Year-To-Year

Source: Bloomberg, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Lumber Prices

Source: Bloomberg

After nearly eighteen months, we seem to be back to a relative state of “normalcy” in most, but not all
aspects of our lives. The progress has certainly been substantial, if not astounding in many regards. All of us at
Country Club Trust Company/Tower Wealth Managers, along with the entire Country Club organization, continue
to hope that you and your families are well. We additionally hope you may have been able to engage in activities
that you previously were not able to or were less than comfortable with, including those involving loved ones and
friends. Please be assured that we continue to work diligently on your behalf, remaining fully capable to provide
the level of service you have come to expect and deserve. Our expectation is to be almost fully in the office
by the middle of August. As always, we are ready and more than willing to be of assistance in any way we can.
Should you have any questions, we are always here for you.
Thank you and take care!
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is subject to change.
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